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Recognition of viral
RNA in some A549 cells

→ signaling cascade 
culminating in activation 
of transcription factors 
IRF3 and NF-κB that 
jointly trigger synthesis of 
type I (IFNβ) and type III 
(IFNλ) interferons.

Secreted IFNs prompt 
non-infected bystander 
cells to prepare for 
infection before they 
encounter a virus.
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Infection with RSV
24 h p.i. at MOI 0.01



Infection with RSV
MOI 0.01



Motivation

● IRF3 is activated by virus infection,    but IRF3 in not active in all infected cells.

● STAT1 is activated by viral infection,  but p-STAT1 is present preferentially in cells that 
                                                                                                                     are not infected.

● IFNβ produced upon viral infection,    but IFNβ does not accumulate in cells that express
                                                                                             viral proteins (mutual exclusion).

population level single-cell level



OBJECTIVE:  Investigate the mutual exclusion between virus proliferation and innate 
immune signaling within a mechanistic computational model.
(The model needs to be stochastic and spatial.)

METHOD:      We performed experiments using:

                       cell-population level techniques (ELISA, Western blotting, dPCR)
     to calibrate the rates of virus–cell (and interferon–cell) interactions

  and single-cell techniques (multi-channel immunostaining)
  to capture interactions between (neighboring) cells,
  that give rise rise to the observed spatiotemporal organization.



Secretion of IFNβ upon RSV infection



←   viral fusion protein

Viral RNA triggers an innate immune signaling cascade

response to IFNβ

transcription factor of IFNβ

IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs)

←    interrupting signal propagation at various steps

innate immune signaling inhibits virus replication

(1)

(2)

(3)

virus inhibits STAT1/2 signaling



Viral RNA triggers an innate immune signaling cascade



IFNβ/λ-induced STAT1/2 signaling attenuates viral infection

←  knocking out IFNλ/β receptors

response to IFNβ

←   viral fusion protein



IFNβ/λ-induced STAT1/2 signaling attenuates viral infection



Activity of STAT1/2 attenuates the spread of RSV infection
←  disrupting STAT1/2 expression

response to IFNβ

←   viral fusion protein

transcription factor of IFNβ

IFN-stimulated genes (RIG-I is a viral RNA sensor)



Activity of STAT1/2 attenuates the spread of RSV infection



STAT1/2 are activated quickly; IFNβ is required to sustain STAT1/2 activity

←  IFNβ “titration”

response to IFNβ

←  IFNβ protocols:  give,  give→take,  give→take→give

response to IFNβ



STAT1/2 are activated quickly; IFNβ is required to sustain STAT1/2 activity



Proteins of IFN-stimulated genes accumulate & degrade slowly

←  IFNβ protocols:   give,  give→take

response to IFNβ

IFN-stimulated genes



Proteins of IFN-stimulated genes accumulate & degrade slowly



Pre-stimulation with IFNβ impedes virus spread
←  “Titration” of virus MOI 

response to IFNβ

IFN-stimulated genes

←   viral fusion protein

←   transcription factor of IFNβ

←   viral fusion protein

←  “Titration” of virus MOI, +/− IFNβ pre-stimulation  



Pre-stimulation with IFNβ impedes virus proliferation



  +/− IFNβ pre-stimulation  ↱

Pre-stimulation with IFNβ impedes virus proliferation



Model: virus–host interactions in a single cell



Model: virus–host interactions in a single cell



Model: virus–host interactions in a single cell



Model: virus–host interactions in a single cell



Model: virus–host interactions in a single cell



Model: virus–host interactions in a single cell



Transport of extracellular IFNβ

Two-storey
compartments
with IFNβe
above each cell



Example simulation
MOI: 0.01



Example simulation
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RSV MOI 0.01 RSV MOI 1.0

Experiment vs. simulation – spatially



Experiment vs. simulation:  signaling versus responding cells
24 h post-infection with RSV at MOI 0.1 

one EXPERIMENT RSV F (−)
RSV F (+)

all neigh cells RSV F (−)
any neigh cell RSV F (+)

(i.e., distributions overlap)



Experiment vs. simulation:  signaling versus responding cells
24 h post-infection with RSV at MOI 0.1 

one EXPERIMENT

SIMULATION (bars)
EXPERIMENTs (spikes)

RSV F (−)
RSV F (+)

all neigh. cells RSV F (−)
any neigh. cell RSV F (+)

(i.e., distributions overlap)



Experiment vs. simulation:  signaling versus responding cells



Experiment vs. simulation: antagonism of virus & immune response

24 h post-infection with RSV at indicated MOIs



Conclusion

Data from cell-population level experiments
and single-cell imaging data

model of:  virus ↔ innate immunity  

that explains spatial organization and bistable cell responses
at the single-cell level.
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